While we previously only considered a degradation of the WC-1 n :FRQ n complex (Hong et al. 2008) , we now include the export of the complex in the cytoplasm, where degradation or inactivation of the complex occurs (steps 16-18).
Step 19 represents the binding of WC-1 n at the frq promoter. The frq promoter contains two light responsive elements (LREs), where the distal element ("the clock (C)-box") (Froehlich et al. 2003) appears necessary for rhythmicity (Froehlich et al. 2002) . Each LRE contains two GATN sequence repeats each probably capable of binding the Zn-finger domain from either WC-1 or WC-2. In its present form, the model suggests that at least two WC-1 n molecules need to bind to the promoter (C-box), because a reaction order lower than 2 (with respect to [WC-1 n ], see Eq. 1a) does not generate oscillations. With an increasing reaction order/Hill coefficient ≥ 2 oscillations are more easily generated with a larger oscillatory domain, which was also observed in other studies; see for example Ref. (Yu et al. 2007 ). The binding of WC-1 n to the frq promoter is described as a rapid equilibrium with dissociation constant K leading to Eqs. 1a and 2a in the frq transcription rate (Hong et al. 2008) .
The rate equations for the model in Fig. 5A model are:
Concentrations in arbitrary units (a.u.) reflect the number of molecules/moles per cell/septum department. Table 1 shows the rate constants used in the results shown below. Experimentally determined rate constants are indicated in Table 1 by an asterisk and the corresponding references. The other rate constants have been chosen to fit the model to experimental observations such as phase relationships between different components and various mutant behaviors (Hong et al. 2008 ). FRQ is recycled, i.e., the FRQ n :WC-1 n complex is translocated into the cytosol where inactive WC-1 is formed, while FRQ remains intact and active. The rate equations in this case are: Hong et al. 2008 ), Fig. S1A shows that damped oscillations in the production rate of total FRQ are observed, while total WC-1 is not oscillatory but increases with constant rate. As previously shown (Hong et al. 2008) , stable oscillations in FRQ and WC-1 can be observed when the nuclear FRQ:WC-1 complex is sufficiently rapid degraded.
Stable oscillations in the rate of FRQ production are also observed when the stability constant (i.e., the ratio k 14 /k 13 ) of the nuclear FRQ:WC-1 complex is made sufficiently large. In Fig. S1B rate constant k 14 is increased by 3 orders of magnitude to 5 x 10 4 a.u. h − . Interestingly, stable oscillations in the rate of total FRQ production are now observed, while total WC-1 is not oscillatory. This clearly shows that stable oscillations in the rate of total FRQ production may be observed without any removal of the FRQ:WC-1 complex out of the nucleus. However, in order to obtain the observed oscillatory phenotype, that is, oscillations in both FRQ and WC-1 around a quasi-constant mean, the nuclear FRQ:WC-1 complex needs to be cleared from the nucleus, either by degradation (Hong et al. 2008) or by shuttling into the cytoplasm. Fig. S1C shows that stable oscillations in total FRQ and WC-1 occur when nuclear FRQ:WC-1 is translocated into the cytosol and there degraded (Fig. 5A ), while nuclear FRQ:WC-1 is now not considered to be degraded in the nucleus (k 15 =0).
It was recently suggested that nuclear FRQ may promote, in a 'catalyst-like' manner, the deactivation of WC-1/WCC (Schafmeier et al. 2005; Schafmeier et al. 2006 ). Fig. 5B shows a mechanism, where nuclear FRQ:WC-1 is shuttling between cytoplasm and nucleus, but in the cytoplasm the complex dissociates into an inactive WC-1 form while FRQ is recycled and remains active. The corresponding calculations are shown in Fig. S1D . While the amplitude of total FRQ and the period of oscillations in Fig. S1D are slightly larger than in Fig. S1C , the relative phase differences between total WC-1 and total FRQ are practically identical and similar to previous calculations and experimental observations (Hong et al. 2008) .
It is also interesting to note that the period length of the oscillations shown in Fig. S1 B, C, and D are not affected by the rate constants k 16 , k 17 or k 18 , indicating that the core mechanism behind the oscillations is the timed interaction between nuclear WC-1 and the frq-promoter leading to the production of cytosolic FRQ and the relative tight binding between FRQ and WC-1 in the nucleus. However, in order to account for the observed phenotype of the oscillations and to avoid an overall buildup of FRQ and WC-1 in the nucleus, nuclear FRQ:WC-1 must be cleared either by degradation in the nucleus (Hong et al. 2008) or by shuttling mechanisms as the two shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. S2 shows the oscillation profiles for nuclear FRQ, nuclear WC-1, and the nuclear FRQ:WC-1 complex for the two shuttling mechanisms shown in Fig. 5 . As for the nuclear FRQ:WC-1 degradation mechanism (Hong et al. 2008) , nuclear FRQ and WC-1 oscillate in anti-phase and with clear oscillations of the nuclear FRQ:WC-1 complex ( Fig. S2 ) and the cytosolic complex (data not shown).
Computational methods
The differential equations were solved numerically and analyzed by using the FORTRAN subroutine LSODE (Radhakrishnan and Hindmarsh 1993) and XPPAUT (Ermentrout 2002) . Ode-files, FORTRAN codes, and MATLAB versions of the two models are available. Table 1 and the legend for Fig. S1C. (B) Oscillations observed for the model described in Fig. 5B . For rate constant values see Table 1 and the legend for Fig. S1D . 
